
Revelation chapter 10.

Previous note: The quoted verses from the Revelation of Saint John are
literally  copied,  with the clipboard,  from the official  Vatican version.  I
have only put a missing accent and have removed two incorrect commas in
the original. It is necessary that the texts that I publish are orthographically
correct.

P  revious    n  ote  version in  English:   The  verses  are  not  taken from the
original in English, as such originals are quite distorted. Those presented
here  are  automatically  translated  and  corrected  by  the  author  from the
Spanish version, which is much clearer and more reliable.

Laughing and Tanned Skin had met in a park on Saturday to chat
without  purpose outside the work environment,  that  is,  without
jokes.  They had already found each other and were walking in
search of a suitable, discreet, well-shaded bench.

Tanned Skin.- Hey, do you know anything new about Charlie?
Laughing.- No, nothing new, just what you told me, that he had

stopped smoking, didn't you tell me?
TS.- Yes, he stopped smoking because his son is getting older

and he does not want to influence him maliciously.
L.- Yes, I understand, poor boy.
TS.- Well, of course, he loses a lot, well-being and knowledge.
L.- True, but I am referring to the child, his son, who will have

to bear the sacrifice of  his  father on his back all  his  life  for  a
stupid lie.

TS.- What lie?
L.- The Lie.

At that moment they came to a wonderful bench. They sat down,
Laughing sighing,  as old age was already pointing to him, and
they took out the tobacco, the paper and the spliff, and they busied
themselves rolling some joints in comfortable silence. Once the



joints were rolled they began to smoke and Laughing took out two
very cold beers from his backpack. He carried them with frozen
blocks for field coolers and wrapped in a blanket, there were a
few. He passed one to Tanned Skin and opened the other with a
long drink. Then he burped loudly, which caused no reaction from
Tanned Skin.

Laughing was deliberately silent as they smoked cannabis and
drank beer. When Tanned Skin was sufficiently cooked, he asked:

TS.- Well, what lie do you mean?
L.- To the Lie, which will be discovered at the End of the World.
TS.- Come on, come on. Don't embitter me with conspiracies.

The Human Being has always been talking about the End of the
World, and here we are. There is no End of the World.

L.- But Skin, from the fact that there is talk of the End of the
World, it is neither deduced nor inferred that there is no End of the
World.  Rather,  it  follows  that  there  is.  Remember  the  saying,
“when the river sounds, water carries”.

TS.- Yes, true up to here, but you are inventing about the Lie.
L.-  No,  what  the  hell.  The thing about  the Lie  comes in  the

Bible.
TS.- Yes? Where does the Bible say that?
L.- Almost at the end.

TS.- Let's see, Laughing. You know that I am not religious.
L.- But what the hell is that of not being religious? It is about

understanding the World. You will have to understand what the
religious say. How are you going to remove that part of the World?
If you remove a part of the World, the World loses its meaning and
you cannot understand it.

TS.- Well, I admit that. I'll look at the Bible, don't worry.



They continued smoking and drinking. The beers were running
out and Laughing brought out another pair, handing one to Tanned
Skin, and being mischievously silent.

TS.- How is your wife?
L.- You know well that I am not married or have a stable partner

or children. Why don't you look at the Bible now?
TS.- Have you brought a Bible in your backpack?
L.- Skin, don't you have a stupidphone? Don't you know that in

the stupidphone you have all the human knowledge?
TS.- Well, I use the stupidphone to play and find what I want to

buy, in addition to communicating. I never thought I could solve
the End of the World with the stupidphone.

L.- Yes, I know. Nobody thinks of looking for information on
the stupidphone. They even take it  from the children, is such a
crime possible?! Well, try searching.

TS.- But do you want me to read the Bible now, how stoned I
am?

L.- It is not about reading the whole Bible, I will tell you where
the Lie is.

TS.- And hit the Lie. What is the Lie?
L.- Well, we are going to roll other joints and everything will be

clearer to you.
TS.- That sounds good to me.

They rolled other joints quietly. They had eaten a while before
and had plenty of drinks, they weren't in a rush at all... Oh yeah,
sure.  They  looked  for  a  thicket  and  were  relieved.  Always
remember, "the one who has drunk, let him piss".

Laughing had to wait again. Tanned Skin wasn't going to look at
the  Bible  on  his  own  initiative,  come  on,  not  even  if  he  had
announced it.



TS.- Hey, our program is going pretty well, right? It has a lot of
grace and good acceptance.

L.-  Yes,  but  we have to give it  a  new boost.  I'm thinking of
introducing a great joke about the Lie.

TS.- And hit the Lie. What the fuck is the Lie?!
L.-  At  the  End  of  the  World,  in  which  we  are,  the  Lie  is

discovered. Look at the Bible. Let's see, take out the stupidphone,
click the web browser and enter Vatican.

TS.- Ok. Vatican.
L.- Enter this one: Vatican.va
TS.- Vatican.va, good.
L.- In the bottom corner: Testi Fondamentali
TS.- Testi Fondamentali, good.
L.- There you have The Holy Bible. Click.
TS.- The Holy Bible, good.
L.- Click spagnolo.
TS.- Spanish, good.
L.- You already have the index of the Bible. Roll down to the

end and you have Revelation. Click on chapter 10.
TS.- Revelation chapter 10, good. And here is the Lie?
L.- Yes. Read slowly.

1. Then I saw anoTher mIghTy angel descend from
heaven, wrapped In a cloud, wITh a raInbow over
hIs head. hIs face was lIke The sun, hIs legs were
lIke pIllars of fIre,

TS.- But what the hell is an angel? Hey, this is bullshit.
L.- Do you know what an angel is? This is how he expresses

himself, Saint John, the author of this text. You are looking for an
excuse to dismiss without understanding, you are cheating. Walk,
keep reading and trie to understand. Here he speaks of a person
with great power. Don't be sidetracked by the author's bombastic
rhetoric. Keep reading.



2. and In hIs hand he had a small book open. he
puT hIs rIghT fooT on The sea and hIs lefT on The
land,

TS.- And this means something, smart ass?
L.-  Of  course.  He  says  two  things  here.  First,  that  whoever

discovers  the  Lie  communicates  it  to  the  world  with  a  short
Message. And second, that this Message will be addressed to the
Totality of Humanity, to the two parts of Duality.

TS.- Well, what are those two parts? Because here he says the
sea and the land.

L.- That's it. He refers to chaos and government. Those are the
two  parts  of  Humanity  and  of  every  human  being,  not  just
religious people, all of us.

TS.- Because you do say so?
L.- No, not because I say so, but because I have understood it.

Have you not  seen,  for example, the mythology of the Ancient
Egyptians?  A mound  of  earth  arises  from  the  water,  that  is,
government,  or  order,  arises  from chaos.  They call  this  mound
Mastaba,  and  the  first  pharaohs  were  buried  under  a  mastaba.
Then they added more mastabas and had the pyramids, which are
the representation of the government  exercised by the pharaoh.
There is the Step Pyramid, which is clearly a mastabas overlay,
then they removed the steps. And the Ancient Egyptians are not
the only ones, the Mayans had the same myth, no news from each
other. Keep reading.

3. and he scream In a loud voIce, lIke The roar of
a lIon. Then The seven Thunders resounded wITh hIs
voIces.

L.-  There you have it.  The rainbow guy Message will  sound
loud,  like  a  lion's  roar.  And it  will  resound,  that  is,  it  will  be
forwarded by the seven thunders. Keep reading.



4. once They spoke, I  goT ready To wrITe, buT a
voIce from heaven ordered me: "keep secreT whaT
The seven Thunders have saId and do noT wrITe IT
down."

TS.- Why shouldn't he write it? It would be better if he had said
it already in his Revelation, right?

L.- No, no way. So the Human Beings weren't in a position to
know. They would have censored and destroyed it, the entire text.

TS.- Well,  okay. But who is speaking to Saint John? Because
they tell him this. Is he hallucinating like crazy?

L.-  No,  he  is  not  hallucinating,  and  the  crazy  are  not
hallucinating  either.  But  do  not  want  to  know so  much  at  the
moment, you will already know. Keep reading.

5. and The angel ThaT I had seen sTandIng on The
sea  and  on  The  earTh  raIsed  hIs  rIghT  hand
Towards The sky,

L.- Continue.

6. and he swore by The one who lIves forever and
ever, by who has creaTed heaven, earTh and sea
and  everyThIng  In  Them,  sayIng:  «The  TIme  of
waITIng Is over!

L.- Do not get carried away by stupid decorations. Saint John
knew very well that no one lives forever and ever, nor one created
Heaven, Earth, and so on. The point here is that the rainbow guy
marks the end of human waiting.

TS.- What is the human waiting?
L.- Waiting for the End of the World, until which time Humanity

will not want to hear anything that makes it understand...



TS.- Don't stop there, Laughing. Understand what?
L.- What we saw before, the reason why they tell Saint John not

to write what the seven thunders have said. Keep reading.

7. buT The day ThaT The TrumpeT of The sevenTh
angel sounds and hIs voIce Is heard, The mysTery
of  god  wIll  be  fulfIlled,  accordIng  To  The
announcemenT ThaT he made To hIs servanTs, The
propheTs.

Tanned Skin was silent waiting for an explanation, but Laughing
was also silent. At last, Tanned Skin spoke.

TS.- Well, Laughing. As I have heard and I think, there is no
Mystery of God, that is clear. God would be, I don't think so, but
believers  believe  that  God  would  be  the  creator  of  Existence.
What I have heard is "the mysterious plan of God."

L.- No, no, no. Sure enough, if you see the English translation, it
says  “God's  mysterious  plan”,  but  it  is  that  English-speaking
people are more prone to self-delusion. No, let's see. God's plan is
no mystery at all, it is clearly clearly stated by Saint John himself
later on. Look, go to chapter 14 and reads verses 14 through 19
included.

14-14.  and  I  saw  a  whITe  cloud  on  whIch  saT
someone  who  looked  lIke  a  son  of  man,  wITh  a
golden crown on hIs head and a sharp sIckle In hIs
hand.

14-15.  ImmedIaTely  anoTher  angel  came  ouT  of
The Temple and shouTed In a powerful voIce To The
one who was sITTIng on The cloud:  "Take hold of



your sIckle and reap, because The TIme of harvesT
has come and The fIelds of The earTh are rIpe."

14-16.  and he ThaT saT on The cloud passed hIs
sIckle over The earTh, and IT was reaped.

14-17.  Then  anoTher  angel  came  ouT  of  The
Temple In heaven, also carryIng a sharp sIckle.

14-18. and anoTher angel came ouT of The alTar
–The  one  who  has  power  over  The  fIre–  and
shouTed wITh a powerful voIce To The one wITh The
sharp  sIckle:  "Take  hold  of  your  sIckle  and
harvesT The bunches of The earTh's vIne, because
They have reached maTurITy."

14-19.  The  angel passed The sharp sIckle over
The  earTh,  harvesTed  The  vIne  and  Threw  The
bunches InTo The Immense vaT of god's wraTh.

L.- Do you realize? God's plan is Total Planet Suicide. Ask a
priest and he will confirm it. It is no mystery. In addition, it will be
in two stages. First, most of us will die of hunger, because we all
go  like  little  lambs  to  the  slaughterhouse,  without  effective
opposition  to  the  ecological  destruction of  the planet,  which is
already causing widespread and progressive famine. Then nuclear
bombs will be dropped and nuclear power plants will burst, "the
one who has power over the fire." Why do you think the Ancient
Egyptians also mummified animals and offered them to the gods?
Because the Human Being is not only going to suicide Humanity,
but the Whole Planet. That's what nuclear power plants are for, to



ensure the Total Death of the Planet. Why else would the Human
Being commit such stupidity, do something so dangerous?

On the other hand, continued Laughing, nobody believes that
God is the creator of Existence. I already told you that Religion is
not a matter of beliefs,  but of understandings.  Now Religion is
open to all Human Beings, of course, to the Totality, to the Earth
and the Sea. No human being needs authorization to read religious
texts because he or she does not commit to anything, he or she is
not joining, but only understanding. Do you understand?

TS.- Yes, I think I do understand. But then what is the point of
belief in God?

L.- Well, you have seen movies, documentaries, you have even
studied history at school and others. You know very well that the
Human Being has always been at war, and fights for his and her
god. If God were the creator of Existence, this would not make
any sense. It is thought that the Human Being fights because he  or
she does not agree, but it is not necessary to agree to live in peace.
So, the Mystery of God is that the human being who definitively
wins in this fight to suicide the planet will be God. In other words,
all wars have been representations of the End of the World. This is
the Mystery of God: God will be the one who wins. The priests
have said it over and over again.

TS.- Wow. You leave me in one piece.
L.- Then, when the rainbow guy trumpet sounds and his voice is

heard, it is not that the Mystery of God is fulfilled, but that it is
disclosed, not yet fulfilled. Keep reading Chapter 10.

8. and The voIce ThaT I  had heard from heaven
spoke To me agaIn,  TellIng me:  "go and Take The
lITTle book ThaT The angel who Is sTandIng on The
sea and on The earTh has open In hIs hand."

L.- Continue.



9. I ran To The angel and begged hIm To gIve me
The lITTle book, and he replIed: «here and eaT IT; IT
wIll be bITTer for your sTomach, buT In your mouTh
IT wIll be sweeT as honey ».

L.- Continue.

10. I Took The lITTle book from The angel's hand
and aTe IT:  In my mouTh IT was sweeT lIke honey,
buT when I fInIshed eaTIng IT, IT Turned bITTer In my
sTomach.

L.- Sure, you have to take the Little Rainbow Book, you can't
refuse  it.  Now,  it's  sweet  on  the  one  hand  because  it  offers
Paradise  as  long  as  we  live  and  undoes  the  stupid  human
misunderstanding  that  turns  us  into  suicide  criminals.  This  is
wonderful. But it is bitter because it makes us see Death, which
we have hidden under the Lie but, above all, it makes us see our
criminality, of everyone, at all times. This is the bitter thing really,
Death has no importance.

TS.-  Okay,  and what is  the Lie? Because that  word does not
appear here.

L.- Read the last verse.

11.  Then  I  was  Told:  "IT  Is  necessary  ThaT  you
prophesy  agaIn  abouT  a  mulTITude  of  peoples,
naTIons, languages and kIngs."

TS.- Nor does he speak here of the Lie.
L.- What does not speak?! Let's see, Skin. Saint John is told that

he must change his prophecy, of course, because with the Little
Rainbow  Book  things  are  different,  there  would  no  longer  be
Suicide of the Planet. However, Saint John does not change his



prophecy, and he continues until  Suicide. Why do you think he
does this, why is he stubbornness?

TS.- Well, you have caught me here. Because, it seems, Saint
John knew the Mystery of God, they had told him.

L.-  Indeed,  he  knew it.  And  he  also  knew the  Lie.  In  other
words,  Saint  John  prophesied  that  Human  Beings  will  commit
suicide on the planet even knowing the Lie and the Mystery of
God.

TS.- Yes, well, Laughing, I think I am understanding despite the
macabre of the matter, but remember that you have not yet told me
the cursed Lie. On the other hand, Saint John believed in life after
death...

L.- (Hitting Tanned Skin's shoulder with the back of his hand)
There you have the Lie, you fool!!

Tanned Skin, a second later, erupted in a loud scream as he ran
off as if pursued by the Devil.

END.

Author's Note 1: This reasoning is valid and logical, but that was
not how I discovered the Mystery of God and the Lie, but in the
reverse order, that is, I first discovered the Lie, specifically when
reading umpteenth verse 14-13 of this same text, the Revelation of
Saint John.

14-13.  Then  I  heard  a  voIce  orderIng  me  from
heaven:  «wrITe:  happy  are  Those  who  dIe  In  The
lord! yes - says The spIrIT - from now on, They can
resT  from  TheIr  faTIgue,  because  TheIr  works
accompany Them».

And  he  says  this  after  exposing  horrible  Crimes  Against
Humanity "of the saints, of those who keep the commandments of



God and the faith of Jesus." Of course, someone who believed in
immortality could never think this, how is such an extent criminal
going to spend eternity? No, he says this because he knows the
Lie, that no one believes himself or herself immortal. He also says,
"because their works accompany them," that is, they will never be
judged or know that their crimes will be exposed and condemned.
Of  course,  because  they  will  be  dead,  and  that  is  Total  and
Complete. Note that this verse is dictated to Saint John, here they
tricked  him  so  that  he  was  exposed  himself  and  exposed  all
Humanity. Once the Lie is known, the Mystery of God is quickly
deduced.

Another  thing to  keep in  mind is  that,  although Humanity  is
determined to suicide the planet despite knowing the Lie and the
Mystery of  God,  Saint  John did not  know about  the Pact  with
Death  of  the  Human  Being.  So  here  is  a  clear  opportunity.
Although Saint  John's  "visions"  were  correct,  he  did  not  "see"
everything. It is very possible that the prophecy of Saint John will
not be fulfilled, and the alternative offered by the rainbow guy
does. After all,  Human Beings always saw the reflection of the
latter, that of Paradise. It is expressed in all religions, even Saint
John expresses it in his Revelation.

Author's Note 2: Naturally, this would be a recorded sketch for
the Laughing and Tanned Skin show. You will understand if you
enter the "Relatos de Libertad" page, on this same website. You
will find many hilarious stories, and more.

Author's  Note  3: Let  it  be  known  that  I  chose  the  rainbow
symbol  long  before  I  knew  all  this.  The  thing  is  entirely  by
chance. And I'm not homosexual, although I wouldn't mind being
one.
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